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The Merry Cemetery 

    Almost all of us fear death and that's a natural thing. 

Although death scares us all, there's a village in the 

Maramureș county, Romania, called Sapânța, with a cem-

etery that tries to convince us that death is not as scary as 

we think. 

    The merry cemetery (Cimitirul Vesel in Romanian) is a 

graveyard located in Sapânța. It's popular for the colour-

ful tombstones with paintings that describe - with the 

help of small poems- the people that are buried there. 

    Inspired by ancient archaic beliefs (from the times when 

the brave Dacians used to laugh at Death and run into 

battle fearless), the Merry cemetery is a chronicle of the 

local village. 

    Some people have made connection to the Dacians who 

saw death as a moment filled with joy and believed in the 

immortality of the soul. The Dacians led their dead rela-

tives on their last road being happy and having the faith 

that the future will bring better things. 

     

 

    We owe this stunning creation to the Romanian craftsman 

Ioan Stan Patraș. Back in 1935 he started sculpting the cross-

es, painting them blue and decorating them with scenes from 

the lives of the deceased , then adding a plus of spirit with 

amusing epitaphs, deprived of the usual clichés and full of 

substance, written in the first person like a confession of the 

deceased himself. 

    After one year, Patraș became much more experienced in 

his art and created narrower tombstones, with relief figures 

painted on them and used colors obtained from natural pig-

ments. He seemed to have a favourite colour, a variety of 

blue, that was named by experts "Sapânța's Blue".  

    The colours had a special meaning, for example: yellow = 

fertility, black = death and green = life. 

We are Romanians. 

We laugh at Death. 

We have the guts to face the darkness with light in our hearts. 
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The crosses talk.  Them tell stories about the people who 

lived and died there. 


